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NEWSLETTER (565) 19/02/2018 
 

Good morning, 

 

This morning my thoughts are going way back to the 19th of February 1980. It was official my first day 

in the Air Force of four years. I was appointed as chief paymaster in Pretoria en I worked in the building 

where the bomb of the Poynten building on the 20th of May 1983 was planted. I never could imagine all 

the things my life had in store for me. So today I celebrate my full-time employment of 38 years. Before 

I joined the Air Force I sold newspapers as a young boy from Standard 1 (Grade 3) to matric (1979). I 

feel honoured to write this Newsletter this morning. I know early mornings very well and have never 

shied away from hard work. I feel so blessed. Health and grace was bestowed upon me. Thank you 

Lord! 

 

Reminders: 

Training videos    – Login to our website with your email address and password to access them. 

Training school    – Click here to access our training school  

Market updates    – Every morning on Radio Namakwaland (93.4fm or online) between 8:45 – 9:00.  

Trading platforms – Email Christelle at admin@fransdeklerk.com for trading platforms comparisons. 

 

TOP 40 index – Weekly graph 

 

Before we kick off – Mr Zuma left and Mr Ramaphosa was appointed as the new President of South Africa. He 

has a lot on his plate to fix, but we think most importantly, he needs to regain local and foreign investors trust so 

that the economy can start growing again. If he can play the card of land and land security right, investors might 

return to our beautiful country because without that South Africa’s playground would just be too risky.  

 

• The buyers returned with a vengeance but they gave us some clues for the future. 

• Line A (48629) was the strong support line where they bought the market again. This line was previously a 

resistance but have changed into a support since August 2017. Ever since then the line was tested a couple 

of times and have been used as the level where the buyers bought the market every time. In other words, 

this line represents the level where the buyers sees value again.  
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• The double top (warning) is still confirmed but line B (50947) has changed into a support. The buyers of the 

market can very quickly become ugly sellers below line B and especially below line A. Above 55192 the 

warning of the formation will be wiped off the table.   

• The 40 week moving average (50162) changed into a support and everyone is happy.  

• Strategy = “Positive”. 

 

 

DOW JONES index – Weekly graph 

 

 
 

• The Dow Jones fought back and the support of line A (23671) was confirmed again. 
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• The 40 week moving average (23022) is still a support.  

• Note about the candle of this week – Some of you will see this week’s candle as a bull engulfing candle since 

it covers more of 60% of the preceding candle, however due to the small shadow at the top and the portion 

at the top and bottom end that was not filled we are going to call it a harami candle. 

• The harami candle confirms that there are buyers around but that they are not so sure of themselves. 

• Only above 25520 the buyers will be happy again.  

• The 40 week moving average (23021) is still keeping medium and long term investors happy.  

• Strategy = Positive 

 

International Share, ETF or Index – Weekly graph 

 

Gogo Telecommunications is a world leader as a provider of in-flight broadband connectivity and connectivity-
enabled services to commercial and business aviation. As of December 31, 2016, the Company provided its 
services on 2 943 commercial aircrafts. Their sales for the past 5 years has risen by 30% however they are not 
profitable yet. The beta of the share is 0.68 which means it is less volatile than the rest of the market.  
 

 
 

 

• A possible double bottom (positive) is visible and this formation will only be confirmed when line A ($11-64) 

changes into a support. 

• The target of the formation should it play out is $14-70 should it play out and below $8-55 the formation will 

be wiped off the table. 

• The 40 week moving average ($11-46) is also waiting close to line A ($11-64) and the sentiment towards the 

share for longer term investors will also change to positive when this moving average changes into a support.  

• For traders – If you want to pre-empt the formation buy above $10-23 but use $8-55 as stop loss to protect 

capital. The targets towards the top are $10-60, $11-64, $12-60, $13-13, $14-10 and $14-70. 

• For medium to long term investors -  Wait for line A to change into a support and start to accumulate then 

but use $8-55 as stop loss to protect capital.  

40 years moving average 

A 

Double bottom 

GOGO 
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Rand vs. the American dollar – Weekly graph 

 

• The Rand strengthened further after the appointment of Mr Ramaphosa and the pressure on the American 

dollar. 

• The stochastic indicator has been warning for a few weeks, that we can expect some weakness. It is heavily 

oversold which makes the probability of a bounce more likely. 

• The first sign of weakness will be visible above line A (R11-79). 

• Below R11-79 we can see R11-40. 

• The belt hold line candle (positive) confirms that the Rand are still the favourite. 

• The Rand continues to consolidate below the 40 week moving average (R13-10) which is seen as positive. 

• Long term technical view – “positive”. 

• Note – It has been a while since the Rand was this strong, it might give opportunity to take money offshore 

or to accumulate more NEWUSD etf’s. 

  

 
 

Technical Analysis Training Section 

 

Volume on the ask (AVOL) 
 
The AVOL study displays the total amount of transactions (volume) on the Ask (offer) in a given interval. 
 

to be continued… 
 
 

Local Share or Index – Weekly Graph 

 

We want to look at a local share because if Mr Ramaphosa, which we believe and hope can manage to turn the 
economy around does get it right there will be a few opportunities in our local market. Many of the shares which 
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represents the local economy are in bear market territory and can easily give opportunity if the right things 
happen. 
 
One of the shares which we previously highlighted was PPC. No one believed that they will be able to stand up 
from the ashes and they did and still reward patient investors. We want to look at another local cement 
manufacturer: Sephaku.  
 
Sephaku cement is made up of Sephaku (64%) and Dangote Cement (36%). One of their most popular brands 
and partners are Metier Cement and this company also assist them with their management and strategy. 
Sephaku also owns the Aganang plant, which processes limestone, manufacture bricks en manufactures 
cement.  
 
Sephaku Ash focuses on the removal of waste materials from Kendal Power Station. They also have distribution 
arms in KwaZulu Natal and in North West (Lichtenburg). If the South African economy is able to focus on 
infrastructure development and conservation, Sephaku will benefit. On the 8th of February Allan Gray announced 
that they increased their stake in Sephaku to 10% of the company. Their latest financial statements reported a 
net asset value of R4-88. 
 

 
 

• The support/resistance of the 40 week moving average (R2-75) is being tested. 

• The inverse head and shoulder formation (positive) is fighting the neckline of line A (R2-80). If the 

formation play out the conservative target is R3-15 and the full target is R3-62. 

• The on-balance-volume indicator also implies that the institutional investors have taken an interest in the 

share.  

• For traders – Buy above line A but use R2-44 as stop loss to protect capital. The targets towards the top 

are R2-80 is R2-92, R3, R3-15, R3-28, R3-35, R3-50 and R3-62. 

• For medium to long term investors – Do the same as the traders above. Keep in mind this is a recovery 

share and patience might be needed.  

 

Opportunities and Warnings on the JSE 
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Medium to long term opportunities: Below is a list of shares based on weekly graphs for medium      

to long term investors. Under the BUY header, possible opportunities are highlighted with the stop 

loss levels in brackets. If the share mentions a “hold onto”, it means that the entry price was triggered 

and a new protection level to protect profits are given. Under the SELL header possible warnings are 

highlighted with a discontinue accumulation and if the share has a value in brackets it means below 

this level on a weekly close, the share signals a technical sell. 

 

BUY - Anchor Capital above R4-30 (R3-39), Sasfin above R54-50 (R51), Wescoal above R1-85 (R1-68), Metair 

above R22 (R20-13), PPC above R8-42 (R7-15), AECI above R107-31 (R105-43), EOH above R70-46 (R58-

50), Mpact above R29-91 (R26-88), Texton above R6-49 (R6-20), hold onto Tower above R7-30, hold onto CIL 

above R4-23, Invicta above R56-99 (R53-01), Telkom above R53-01 (R48-12), hold onto Clover above R15-20, 

Pioneer Foods above R141-80 (R125-43), Sun International above R69-52 (R62-50), Tsogo Sun above R26-75 

(R24), Harmony above R24-30 (R19-90), Netcare above R26 (R25-10), Old Mututal above R40-70 (R38), 

Grindrod above R14-32 (R13-10), Group 5 above R13-90 (R9-85), Grandparade above R2-90 (R2-50), Arrow A 

above R7 (R6-60), Balwin above R5-20 (R4-80), Octodec above R18-80 (R17-50), Rebosis above R10-10 (R9-

72), Famous Brands above R118 (R110-60), hold onto Lewis above R35-12, Woolies above R67-29 (R61-90), 

MTN above R134-80 (R124-54), ELBGroup above R19-20 (R18), hold onto RBPlatinum above R32-80, hold 

onto SA SA Corp Real Estate above R5-10,  

 

SELL - Matrix (discontinue accumulation), Adcorp (discontinue accumulation), Verimark (71 cents), Sygnia (R11-

28), Quantum Foods (discontinue accumulation), South32 (R31-40),  

 

Speculative Opportunities: Below is a list of speculative opportunities (CFD’s or SSF) based on            

weekly graphs. The stop loss levels are given in brackets and remember not to be too greedy to lock 

in profits. If a “hold onto” is mentioned it means the call was mentioned in the prior week’s Newsletter 

and a new protection level to protect profits are given.  

 

LONG – British American Tobacco only above R738-43 (R722-42), Ab Inbev above R155-91 (R1198-58), 

DRDGold above R3-85 (R3-36), Pan Af above R1-85 (R1-35), Richemont above R109-30 (R104-40) and 

Fortress B above R27-40 (R25).   

 

SHORT – Hold onto Kumba below R342 and short Mr Price below R280-10 (R296-10)  

 

 

Final thought 

 

Suddenly the market really fluctuates and the borring market we kind of gotten use to is gone. Traders draw 

closer as volatility increases.  

 

This week we were surprised by a beautiful rally. What it tells us is, that investors are still flowing to the markets 

when a proper correction occurs. 

 

In conclusion - With the NOSA speech by Mr Ramaphosa, the Rand systematically strengthened as he 

mentioned the one positive point after the other. The Rand was at one stage R11-36 against the US Dollar. 

However, when Mr Ramaphosa mentioned that the government could still expropriate land without 

compensation, the Rand suddenly weakened to around R11-63. We mentioned it before, and will say it again - 

"land" is going to become the achilles heel of Mr Ramaphosa's term of office. If he performs well and can 
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guarantee land security, the South African economy will perform under his rule, but if the focus goes on 

expropriation without compensation, it will be a sad story. Ask yourself the question - Would you like to invest in 

a sustainable project if you constantly know that your land/property can be expropriated? 

 

Kind Regards 

 

Frans & Christelle  
 

“What a bounce!” Anonymous 

 

 

 
• This document contains technical analyses of objective information regarding markets and products. No part of this document should be 

interpreted as investment advice. The author is not acquainted with the reader’s investment motives, financial position and needs and does 

not accept any responsibility for loss or damage as a result of the use of these analyses. Such responsibility lies with the reader. 

• Do not hesitate to contact the author should you not be acquainted with the terminology. The purpose of this newsletter is to educate readers 

in technical analyses. 

• The author is keen to analyze shares on request and presents training in technical analysis. 

• This writing Is Intended for use by subscribers only. It may not be copied or forwarded, in whole or in part, without the author’s consent. Any 

person doing so exposes himself to legal action 

  

  

 

   


